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Abstract
The taxonomy considers the resource structure at the operating
system level. It compares a communication based taxonomy with the new
taxonomy to illustrate how the latter does a better job when related to
the client's view of the distributed computer. The results illustrate
the fundamental features and what is required to construct fully distri-
buted processing systems (network computer, "cooperative" autonomy,
and decentralized computers).
The talk then discusses the problem of network computers for space
station noting that the evolution from computer network operating systems
to network computer operating systems is not practical (almost infeasible).
The research direction is then discussed with the NASA research into
network computers being listed.
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BASED ON O/S STRUCTURE
O COMPARE SIMILAR TAXONOMIES
COMMUNICATIONS VS. O/S
O PROBLEM WITH NETWORK COMPUTER O/S
APPLICATION TO SPACE STATION
O RESEARCH SUPPORTIVE NETWORK COMPUTER O/S
O/S OBJECTIVE: CREATE/CONTROL RESOURCES




















d) MULTIPROCESSOR--ALGORITHM-DATA CONTROL PROCESSOR
1-31
NEW TAXONOMY FEATURES
O BETTER REPRESENTATION OF CLIENT'S VIEW
O DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM DISTINCTION
COMPUTER NET. - LOCAL CONTROL EXCEPT COMM.
COMM. RESOURCE VALUE-ADDED
NETWORK COMP. - INTEGRATED LOCAL- NETWORK-
DIST. CONTROL IN KERNEL
O ADMIT. SEPARATE CLIENT BUILT RESOURCE
OK, BUT LIMITED
DIFFICULT SHARING - INTEGRATING IN O/S
O INDICATES CRITICAL RESEARCH FOR NETWORK O/S





E A ROAD FROM COMP. NETWORK (LOS+NET.)
TO NETWORK COMPUTER {LDOS)
NO ROAD
- (NEW TAXONOMY)
O NEW FEATURES NEED NEW METHODS
O EMBEDDED O/S COMPLEX--SELECT WITH CARE - FOUNDATION OF
SYSTEM
O/S NASTY HABIT OF GETTING FIXED IN CONCRETE
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OBJECT - ENCAPSfULATION OF INFORMATION
SPECIFIC MECHANISMS FOR USE (ACCESS, ETC.)
SYNONYMS - PACKAGE (ADA), MODULE (MODULA - 2)
GUARDIAN (CLU), OBJECT (PATH PASCAL)
O O/S PARADIGM OF ov_-n_-90s ......Li_ VMS-DOS (_^-}lu_
UNIX FILE, C (80s)
O OBJECT (NESTED) FOR EACH RESOURCE
O FEASIBLE FOR EMBEDDED SYSTEMS (FOUDRIAT - 84-85)
RESEARCH
O STRUCTURE FOR DISTRIBUTED CONTROL
O UNDERLYING COMPUTER SUPPORT
(HARDWARE-FIRMWARE-O/S KERNEL-O/S LANGUAGE)
O PERFORMANCE TRADES
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